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One of the things we all share is that each of us only has 24 hours in a day. As we take on more and more responsibilities in our work life and our home life, and as life itself becomes more and more complicated, time becomes a precious commodity. As a result, we all need to step back now and then and reflect on what we are doing with our precious time. It is from this position that I began to wonder about the value of serving as a peer reviewer for scholarly journals.

When I began reading various sources about peer review, I found articles both in support of peer review as well as articles that pointed out potential weaknesses of peer review. Those who are critical of peer review speak of issues such as the time it takes to do peer review (slows down the publication time and may hamper the progress of a researcher if he/she has planned a series of experiments); the enormous cost in time from start to finish: those who evaluate papers are not infallible and time demands may militate perfection in the review process; the fact that there is potential bias on the part of a reviewer if the research is competing with his/her own research; for international journals, there is the risk that decisions may be influenced by the country of the reviewer; and last, peer reviewers can steal ideas and present them as their own. Naysayers also claim there is no proof that peer review actually improves the quality of articles in a journal.¹,² And yet, peer review has been compared to democracy: it is a system full of problems, but still the best we have.²

From a personal perspective, I saw the value(s) of serving as a peer reviewer. For 14 years, before becoming the Editor-in-Chief of this Journal, I served as a reviewer and the sole copy editor. Each manuscript I reviewed added something to my own knowledge base. Because peer reviewing requires critical thinking, it also provided me with new insights into my own work. Even the manuscripts that were not well-written had something to offer me in terms of what not to do or what to avoid when writing up the findings of a study.³ I found that reviewing the work of other scholars gave me ideas for enhancing my own research agenda.

“It is a reasonable assumption that the work that actually gets published represents the top 20-30% of what is submitted for consideration.”³(Para5). This means that peer reviewers get early access to (presumably) high quality research before it is published to a journal’s readership. Indeed, the fact authors know their work will be scrutinized raises the standard of a [submission] before it is even sent to a journal.⁴
The process of peer reviewing an article provides the reviewer with the opportunity to reflect on someone else’s work and to provide thoughtful feedback to the author. Doing so helps other scholars to succeed. In addition, in the US, providing peer review service to a scholarly journal is considered service to the profession that can be added to one’s curriculum vitae.

Peer review and those who provide it may contribute to identifying scientific misconduct in a manuscript. A peer reviewer may note that they have read the manuscript in another journal, or that a specific reference has nothing to do with the topic of the paper. Editorial boards are always on the alert for potential abuse of a journal, and though authors are presumed to be submitting legitimate work, more often than not, a peer reviewer will be the first to discover otherwise.

Peer review is a two-way street. It benefits both the reviewer and the author. A number of benefits to the reviewers have already been mentioned. The benefit to authors is that they have time to reflect on how their research is viewed by experts in the field. It is a time when improvements can be made to a manuscript via the communication between the reviewer and the author. In addition, authors and reviewers share the ethical responsibility of making sure that the bases upon which claims are made are scientifically sound. In medical research, this may impact people’s lives; therefore, such research should be subject to careful scrutiny.

Journal editors are always seeking skilled reviewers to guide their journal’s decision-making efforts. The goal of every editor is to find skilled, knowledgeable reviewers who will take the time to do a credible job of providing a meaningful review of a manuscript. More often than not, these reviewers are unpaid for their services, and some journals do not even publish the names of the reviewers who contributed to a given edition. We do publish the names of reviewers, but not which article they reviewed, in order to achieve a balance between acknowledgment and anonymity. This is a scant reward for the efforts of these unsung heroes, so to each of them, I say, “Thank you from the bottom of my heart. We could not do this without you.”
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